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Foundation level education in environmental design—including fundamentals of design thinking, project-based learning, and a studio-based learning environment—have deep roots in the Bauhaus curriculum and in apprenticeships found in the construction trades. In recent years, design educators have examined a variety of ways to teach design to a generation described as “post-millennial” (Parker & Fry, 2018). This diversity has created a disparate menu of projects and activities that can result in unclear learning objectives, portfolios that lack cohesion, and students who may not appreciate the subtleties of design methods and process.

A theme of “catena,” defined by Merriam-Webster as “a connected series of related things,” (Catena, n.d.) was layered over a number of studio-based projects by the authors with a cohort of 38 undergraduate students. The authors questioned, what if a semester of a beginning design studio could explore a theme or line of thinking that allowed each project to lead into the next?

The authors began with exploration of Richard Serra’s “action verbs” (Serra, 1967-1968) as applied to concepts of circulation and movement with the construction of a sequence for a table tennis ball. Building upon the generative ability of verbs to define space, a second project examined 2D and 3D compositions originating from Francis
D.K. Ching’s taxonomy of ordering principles and organizing systems (Ching, 2015). The third project continued this examination by further investigating operative design techniques and typologies through the fabrication of an original chess set at the object scale. The semester closed with applications of cumulative design ideas from the previous projects for a hypothetical installation along a public river walk near campus.

Literature review and students’ reflective comments were compiled in this study. Artifacts in the form of photographs, models, and drawings informed findings and discussions of pedagogy for future semester offerings.
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